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RELTABILITY ANALYSIS
This section contains the reliability prediction and failure
modes and effects analysis (FME,A) for the Engineering Modal Sequ%n,cer.
Iz is submitted in response to paragraphs 4.2 and 4.3 of the
Reliability Plan to demonstrate the reliability requirement of
0.999 , 999 as given in paragraph 3.1.4 of the Statement of Work.
1.0 RELLABILITY ANALYSIS CROUNU RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS
Since: reliability is determined from the expression
R W c
where t is the mission time, appropriate assumptions must be made
regarding total mission time, . checkout time, dormant time, and the
various modes of system operation during these various phases of
the total mission.
The total mission time assumed is 66 days, or 1584 hours.
This includes 60 days of flight time and 6 days of checkout time.
Of the 6 days of checkout time, it is estimated that power
will be off for 33 hours and during this time the circuits will
be dormant. A factor of 0.1 has been applied to the failure rates
during this dormant period.
Many circuits, such as the Core Transistor Logic elements
(CTLs), draw'no current for long periods of time, even though power
{	 is applied. A factor of 0.25 has been applied to the failure
rate of these circuits during i:his time. This mode of operation
is called "non-operative" in the charts which follow. This also
•	 applies to the output switch circuits. Many of these circuits
draw current (defined as the "operative" mode) for only 10
seconds or less during the entire mission. Some CTLs operate
for as little as 10 milliseconds.
Many of the sequencer circuits operate on switched power.
These circuits are in the dormant mode for all except 10 seconds
of the 66 days. This mode of operation does not apply to CTLs
and other magnetic logic circuits, but does apply to many ICs
And conventional discrete component circuits.
The de-rating factors of 0.1 for the dormant mode and 0.25
for the non-operating mode were taken from "Electronics and Parts
`	 Reliability", RADC-TR-67-307, July 1967.
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Reliability is given by
,
R	 e X t
Where t is mission time and
Ni K  Gfrt.
is the failure rate of the system, subsystem, or set of circuits
included in the summation of the set of "i" components. Gfri is
the generic failure rate of the "ith" component. As noted in
Paragraph 1.0, the operating factor K has been applied directly
to the time duration of various mission phases.
The unreliability is given by:
Q • 1-R . 1-e-Xt
and if \t is less than 0.001 this is very closely approximated
by
Q •	 '\t
This approximation is used throughout this analysis.
3.0 TYPES Or REDUNDANCY
The complete sequencer system is a parallel channel system, so
that an output is possible even though one channel has failed.




 is the reliability of a single channel. The reliability
of the system is then:
Rs • 1 - QS ' a l _ 
QC 
This is the parameter, which the SOW requires be 0.999,999
(six nines) or greater.
In addition to the parallel redundancy, each channel consists
of two series paths so that a single failure will not produce an
inadvertent: output. Some arcat; of the sequencer design, such as
the clock, the power. t3upply, -nd some of the rnn .jority voters and
1
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other check circuits, are not series redundant, but in all of these
cases, our FMEA and Sfi)gle Point Failure analysis shows that a
•	 single failure will not produce an inadvertent output, so functional
aeries redundancy is maintained throughout the design.
•	 '^ The failure rate of a series pair of elements is the sum of the
failure rates of each element of the pair.
Functional parallel redundancy is used in the memory subassembly.
The memory stack itself is a functional parallel pair, since normal
operation is possible after a single failure has occurred. Thus the
unreliability of one - half the stack is first determined and the
unreliability for the whole stack is then determined from
Qs 	 Q  
2
where Q  is the unreliability of one -half the stack.
The memory assembly includes twelve sense amplifiers and twelve
inhibit drivers, and twenty four switch circui l --s and twenty four
drivers. These are all functional parallel redundant, since two
or more failures are required to-cause a system failure.
The unreliability of 'these circuits is given by
N




'	 The binomial coefficient in each term is the number of ways "N"
circuits can have "I" failures and Q is the unreliability of one
parallel "leg" as shown in Figure l. p For the Q we will be dealing
with all terms above Q 2 will be negligible ands, is so near




For a triple redundant circuit this reduces to:
2Qs -- 3 Qp ,
N	 N!	 QIRN-I
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iTo sumnw rite, the types of redundancy in the sequencer system
are
1) Series Pairs (SP)
2) Parallel Pairs (PP)
3) Triple Redundancy, Majority Voted (TRMV)
4) I'welve and twenty-four legged functional parallel
pairs (FPP)
5) None, but a single failure does not cause an inadvertent
output.
Combinations of these types of redundancy also appear in the
system, such as series-parallel pairs (SPP) and functional, series
parallel pairs (FSPP).
4.0 RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM
A reliability block diagram of a single channel is shown in
Figure 2, which also shows a summary of the reliability calculations.
Note the very low unreliability of the memory blocks, where some
form of functional parallel redundancy or triple redundancy is used
in most memory sub-assemblies. Note also that the output channels
are treated separately, since a failure in one output does not
affect the operation of another channel. For comparison purposes,
the reliability of the system with all outputs considered together
is also shown in Figure 2.
The outputs from the SMJC represent the worst case and the
reliability of these outputs is 0.999,999,942, which exceeds the
requirement. The same reliability is obtained for the pyro outputs
which use pyro arming circuits (PAC). The reliability for other
types of outputs is 0.999,999,945. Even when all outputs are
considered together, the reliability os 0.999,999,817 9 which also
exceeds the requirement.
5.0 RELIABILITY CALCUI.ATTON DETAILS
The detailed reliability calculations are shougin i-a Tables 2
through 20. These tables are organized as follows. IAa first
table in each group shows the calculation of the .unreliability of
one of the blocks in the reliability block diagram (Figure 2).
This table is followed by a table which shows the detailed
calculation of the failure rate of each circuit in that block.
Figure 3 shows the details of the output circuits and the
unreliability of each block.
6.0 FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS FMEA
Changes in the design of the engineering model (Phase II),
relative to the breadboard model (Phase I) did not affect the
FIFA. Care has continually been taken in the design and
fabrication to assure that no single point failure can cause an
inadvertant output. Where circuit redundancy does not exist has
been noted in the reliability tables and the single point failure
situation has been noted. Refer to the Phase I Reliability































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Latch 5 66	 NUC	 ----	 (10.272067x186)
1.036953x11
120 w



























100 sus	 Abort Indicator
atch 7 6 8 HSwitch 2	 (4.300612x166)
1,082909x
	S/R	 Solenoid	 2 Solenoids









SIR 	 o eno	 2 Solenoids
Latch 13 6 1	 Driver 2	 (4.503895466)
0.880686xl
_	 S/R	 100 me	 24 K Baroswitch





toomeLatch 19 6 2H Swi ch 4
	
S/R	 Solenoid	 4 Solenoids
Latch 21 6 22	 Driver 3 & 4	 (4.403895x166)
	
S/R	 05A











PFC 2latch 31 6 32
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FIGURE 9
Output Circuit Detnils Shoving
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Filter Capacitor 1 K2R75100KS KEMET 0110 0.10
Capacitor L Neptune San Fern. 0.1 0.10
Positive Resistors 4 MF5C Electra 0.1 0.40
Going Ckt.
(36 Ckts )
Diodc 1 1N4148 G.E. 0.15 0.15
Diode 1 IN4608 G.E. 0.15 0.15
Zener Diode 1 1N963B Motorola 0.17 0.17
Inductor 1 Martin 0.1 0.1
Transistor 1 2172907A FSC 0.20 0.20
Transistor 1 2N2221A Motorola 0.20 0.20
Solder Joints 24 0.01 0.24
i 1.81
Input Filter Capacitor 1 Neptune San Fern. 0.10 0.10
Zero Capacitor 1 KZR7510OKS Kemet 0.10 0.10
Going Ckts Resistors 4 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.40
(22 Ckts) Diode 1 1N4608 G.E. 0.15 0.15
Diode 2 1N4148 G.E. 0.15 .0.30
Zenor Diode 1 1N967B Motorola 0.17 0.17
Zenor Diode 1 1N963B Motorola 0.17 0.17
Transistor 1 2N2221A Motorola 0.20 0.20
Transistor 1 2N2907A FSC 0.20 0.20
Inductor 1 Martin 0.10 0.10
Solder Joints 32 0.01 0.32
2.21
Power Filters Capacitors 6 Solid Sprague 0.10 0.60
(Tantalum) Tantalum
Solder Joints 12 MMC 0.01 0.12
0.72
Sequence
Generator Capacitors 8 Neptune San Fern 0.10 0.80
Capacitor 1 K2R7Jl00KS Kemet 0.10 0.10
Resistors 27 MF5C Electra 0,10 2.70
Diodes 7 1N4148 G.E. 0.15 1.05
Zener Diode 1 1N756A T.I. 0.17 0.17
Transistors 8 2N3947 Motorola. 0.20 1.60
Transistor 1 MM3737 Motorola 0.20 0.20
Transistors 3 2N3251 Motorola 0.20 0.60
Transistor. 1 2N3765 Motorola 0.20 0.20
Core Transistor
Logic 6 KM 1.1 6.60





TABLE: 3 - !'vent I.ogic Cf rcut t Val l ui • q Rates
CIRCUIT









Resistors 6 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.60
Capacitor 1 USCC 0.10 0.20
ADVANCE: and Diodes 2 IN4608 G.	 E. 0.15 0.30
CLEAR Amp J 1-
fiers Transistor ]. 2N3947 Motorola 0.20 0.20
Transistor 1 2143765 Motorola 0.20 0.10
(6 Ckts) Transistor 1 MM3737 Motorola 0.20 0.20
Solder .Joints 35 0.01 0.35
' 2.05
CTL. Capacitor 1 USCC :.10 0.10
Circuit Diode 1 IN4608 GE 0.01 0.01
Transistor 1 2N2221A Motorola 0.20 0.20
Resistor 1 MF5C Electra 0 . 10 0.10
Inductor 1 846T250 Ferrox 0.10 0.10
-3E24 Cube
Permaloy Core 1 80529-1/20 Magnetics 0.01 0.01
-MA
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N	 x	 t• ft
x 169
8	 1411z 8 M)1z - Crystal 1 KTO -69-30 Monitor 0.10 0.10
Clock Ckt. Transistor 3 2N3227 Motorola 0.20 0.60
(1	 Ckt.) Resistors 9 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.90
Capacitor. 1 150D Sprague 0.10 0.10
Capacitor 2 Neptune San Fern. 0.10 0.20
Integrated Ckt. 1 SW5430 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Solder .Joints 49 0.01 0.49
2.42
'1'U -T9 Lntegrated Circuits 7 SN5473 T.I. 0.03 0.21
Gen. Integrated Circuits 1 SN541.30 T.T. 0,03 0.03
Integrated Circuits l SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.03
(2 Ckts) Integrated Circuits 1 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.03
5200-227 Integrated Circuits 3 SN5440 T.I. 0.03 0.09
Page 2
5200-227 Solder Joints L82 0.01 1.82
Page 4 2.21
10 & 100 KNz Integrated Circuits 2 SN54L00 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Gen. Integrated Circuits 1 SN54L20 ".I. 0.03 0.03
(2 Ckts) Integrated Circuits 1 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuits 1 S1,1:5401 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuits 2 SN54121 T.I. 0.03 0.06
5200-227 Resistor 1 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.10
Page 3 Solder Joints 101 0.01 i.01
1.32
Integrated Circuits 2 SN5486 T. -I. 0.03SC Fault U,06
Circuit Integrated Circuits 2 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.06
(i	 Ckt.) Integrated Circuits 1 SN5430 T.I. 0.03 0.03
5200-227 Solder Joints 70 T.Z. 0.01 0.70
0.85
Clear Clock Integrated Circuits 1 SN5440 T.Y. 0.03 .03
Gen. Integrated Circuits 1 SW5474 T.I. 0.03 .03
Integrated Circuits 1 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 .03
5200-227 Solder Joints 42 MMC 0.01 0.42
0.51
Filter Capacitors 7 0.1 0.7
Capacitor Solder Joints 14 0,01 _,_,,.14
Network 0.84
16
TABLE 5 - Timing Circuit Failure Rates ( Con't)
y









x 109 x 109
Fault Integrated Circuit 2 SN5430 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Detection Integrated circuit 1 SN5474 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Circuits Integrated Circuit 1 SN54L74 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuit 2 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.06
5200-227 Integrated Circuit 1 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Page 6 Integrated Circuit 1 MD2218A Motorola 0.40 0.40
Resistors 2 MF5C Electra 0.1 0.20
Solder Joints 140 0.01 1.40,,,
2.21
Caution Integrated Circuit 3 SN5474 T.I. 0.03 0.09
Detection Integrated Circuit 4 SN54L73 T.I. 0.03 0.12
5200 - 227 Integrated Circuit 3 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.09
Page 7 Resistors 13 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.30
Diode 1 1141,608 G.E. 0.10 0.10
Integrated 1 MD2218A Motorola 0.40 0.40
Transistor Ckt.
Solder Joints 160 0.01 1.60
2.70
Timer Capacitor 3 Neptune San Fern. 0.10 0.30
Comparison Resistor, 8 MF5C
I SN54LOO
Electra 0 . 10 0.80
Logic Integrated Circuit 1 • MD2218A Motorola 0.40 0.40
5200-227 Integrated Circuit 3 T.I. 0.03 0.09
Page 8 Integrated Circuit 3 SW5474 T. I. 0.03 0.09
Integrated Circuit 2 SW54L74 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Integrat-ed Circuit 2 SW5402 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Integrated Circuit 1 SW5410 T .T. 0.03 0.03
Sold er Joints 200 0.01 2.00
3.83
Time Delay Resistor 4 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.40
Logic Integrated Circuits 1 MD2218A Motorola 0.40 0.40
5200-227 Integrated Circuits 1 SW5410 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Page 9 Integrated Circuits 1 SW5400 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuits 1 SW54L00 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuits 1 61,154L74 T.T. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuits 1 SW5474 T.T. 0.03 0.03
Solder Joints 85 0.01 0.85
1.80
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rTARLF 7 - M046RY Circuits Failure Rate•; 	 18
.	 .
CIRCUIT PIl-('F PART QTY MFG	 PART MI^'C. G fr N x GfrDESCRIPTION N NUMBER
x 109 x 109
Sense
Amplifiers Resistor 6 MF5C Electra 0.1 0.6
(12	 Cktc;) Op. Amp. 1 MC1711 Motorola 0.03 0.03
Solder Joints 36 0.01 .0,.36
.99
Memory Switch Snider	 Ja:.nts 30 0.01 0.30
Ckn . Resistor 4 MF5C Electra 0.1 0.4
Diode 2 IN4608 GE 0.15 0.3
(24 Ckts)
Transistor 2 2N3765 Motorola 0.2 0.4
Transistor 2 MM3737 Motorola 0.2 0.4
1.80
Memory Resistors 11 MF5C Electra 0.1 1.1
Inhibit Capacitors 4 Neptune San Fern. 0.1 0.4
Driver Ckts Diodes 7 IN4608 GE 0.15 1.05
(12 Ckts) Transistors 2 2N3947 Motorola 0.2 0.4
Transis'..' ors 2 2N3251 Motorola 0.2 0.4
Transistors 2 MM3737 Motorola 0.2 0.4
Solder Joints 60 0.01 0.60
4.35
Memory Resistors 11 MF5C Electra 0.1 1.1
Driver Ckts. Capacitors 4 Neptune San Fern. 0.1 0.4
(24 Ckts) Diodes 7 IN4608 GE 0.15 1.05
Transistors 2 2N3947 Motorola 0.2 0.4
Transistors 2 2N3251 Motorola 0.2 0.4
Transistors 2 MM3737 Motorola 0.2 0.4
Solder Joints 60 0.01 0„ 6
4.35
Decoding Triple 3-Input 8 SN5410 T . I. 0.03 0.24
Logic Ckt. Positive NAND
(2 Ckts) Gates
Quadruple 2-Input SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.33
Positive Nor-Gate
Solder Joints 250 0.01 2.50
' 3,07
T&C Ckts. Resistors 8 MF5C Electra 0.1 0.8
(3 Ckts) Capacitors 8 Neptune San Fern. 0.1 0.8
Integrated 8 SN54121. T.I. 0.03 0.24
Ckt:	 (One Shot)
In ge grated .0ircuit 1 SN5402 T.	 I. 0.03 0.03
Positive Nor_	 Gate:
Integrated Circuit 1 SN5400 T.I. 0,03 ...Q...C^,^







WILE. 7 - MEMOR'' ` ircuit:. Faf 1 u, a Rates (Con't )
CIRCUIT
PIECE PART QTY MFG. PART
MFG
`fr ti x Mfr
DESCRIPTION N NUMBER
109 169x x
T&C Quadruple 4 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.12
Majority 2-Input NAND-Gate
Voter Ckt. Quadruple 4 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.1k
(1	 Ckt) 2 - Input N'/R -Cate^.•
Quadruple 4 SN5486 T.I. 0.03 0.1:
2-Input Exclusive-
OR Clues







Clamp Resistors 20 MF5C Electra 0.10 2.00
Voltage Capacitors 4 150D Sprague 0.10 0.40
Generator Diodes 4 IN4148 G.E. 0.15 0.60
Diode (Zener) 2 IN764 T.I. 0.17 0.34
Transistor 2 2N2221A Motorola 0.20 0.40
Transistor 2 2N4031 Fairchild 0.20 0.40
Transistor 2 212907 Fairchild 0.20 0.40
Operational 1 MC1711 Motorola 0.03 0.03
Amplifier
Solder Joints 100 0.01 1" 00
5.57
One-half
Memory Diodes 64 Itt4608 6.E. 0.15 9.60
Stac y. Solder Joints 87 IN4608 G.E. 0.01 ZIA2
Cores 59144 Negl. 1--_
d
k
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(2 Ckts.) Integrated (A rcuit 2 SN5440 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Solder Joint:: 300 0.01 .00
3.60
Redundant Integrated Circuit 12 SN5450 T.I. 0.03 0.36
Gates Integrated Circuit 3 SN5486 T.I. 0.03 0.09
(1	 Ckt.) Integrated Circuit 2 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Integrated Circuit 1 SN5420 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuit 3 SN5402 T.T. 0.03 0.09
Integrated Circuit 1 SUS430 T.Z. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuit 1 SN5440 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Solder Joints 235 0.01 2
3.04
MR Integrated Circuit 3 SN5486 T.I. 0.03 0.09
Fault Ckt. Integrated Circuit 2 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.06
(1 Ckt.) Integrated Circuit 2 SN5410 T.I. 0.03 0.06
11-Dit Solder Joints 100 0.01 1.00
Comparator
1.21
Parity Integrated Circuit 3 SN5486 T.I. 0.03 0.09
Check Ckt. Integrated Circuit 3 SN5402 T.I. 0.43 0.09
A Even Solder Joints 50 0.01 0.5
(1 Ckt)
0.68
Filter	 - Capacitor 7 Sprague 0.10 0.70
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PIKE PART QTY MFG. PART MFG. Gfr x	 f_9rCIRCUIT' DI;SCRPn O N N NUMBER x 10
^
x 10
Address Integrated Ckts. 5 SN5474 T.I. 0.03 0.15
Regis tc or Integrated	 (.kts . 11 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.33
0 Ckts .J Integrated Ckts. 5 SN5482 T.I. 0.03 0.15
Integrated Ckts, 4 SN5410 T.I. 0.03 0.12
Integrated Ckts. 3 SN5440 T.I. 0.03 0.09
Solder Joints 377 0.01 3.77„,
4.61
AR Majority Integrated Ckts. 10 SN5450 T.T. 0.03 0.30
Voter Integrated Ckts. 7 SN5486 T.I. 0.03 0.21
(2 Ckts) Integrated Ckts. 5 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.15
Integrated Ckts. 2 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Tntegrated Ckts. 1 SN5410 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Solder Joints 334 0.01 3.34
4.09
Storage capacitor 11 Neptune San Fern. 0.10 101
Address Resistor 11 MF5C Electra 0.10 101
Register CTL Element 11 MMC 1.10 12.10
(3 Ckts) Transistor 11• 2N2221A Motorola 0.20 2.20
Solder Joints 100 0.01 1.00^,.
17.50
Filter Capacitor 10 Neptune San Fern. 0.10 1.0
Net Works Resistors 10 MF5C Electra 0.10 i.0
(3	 Ckts.) Solder Joints 50. 0.01
2.5
CTL Adv. Transistor 1 2N3947 Motorola 0.20 0.20
Amp-. Transistor 1 2N3765 Motorola 0.20 0.20
Transistor 1 MM3737 Motorola 0.20 0.20
Diode 2 IN4608 G.E. 0115 0.30'
Resistor 6 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.60
Capacitor 1	 , Neptune San Fern. 0.10 0010
CTI, 1 MMC 1.10 1.10
Solder Joints 35 MMC 0001 0.35
3.05
Set Amp Transistor 1 MD2218A Motorola 0.20 0.20
Resistor 1 MF5C Electra 0010 0.10
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PIECE PART QTY MFG. PART Gfr N x GfrCIRCUIT DESCRIPTION N NUMBER MFG.
x 109 109x
Mem. Control Integrated Circuit 6 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.18
A. Integrated Circuit 3 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.09
-0	 Ckt.) Integrated circuit 1 SN5410 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Solder Joints 140 0.01 1.40
Capacitor 1 Neptune San Fern. 0.1 0.10
1.80
Branch Integrated Circuit 6 SN5473 T.I. 0.03 0.18
Control Integrated Circuit 2 SN5474 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Circuit Integrated Circuit 3 SN5440 T.I. 0.03 0.09
1 Ckt. Integrated Circuit 2 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.06
(But Ckt. Integrated Circuit 4 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.12
is dual Red) Integrated Circuit 2 SN5420 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Solder Joints 250 0.01 2.50
3.07
PW Hold Integrated Circuit 2 SN5473 T.L. 0.03 0.06
Circuit Integrated Circuit 4 SN5472 T.I. 0.03 0.12
(1 Ckt) Integrated Circuit 2 SN5410 T.I. O.U3 0.06
Integrated Circuit 1 SN5440 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Solder Joints 106 0.01 1	 016
1.33
Memory Integrated Circuit 3 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.09
Control Integrated Circuit 2 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Integrated Circuit 4 SN5410 T.I. 0.03 0.12
(1	 Ckt.) Integrated Circuit 2 SN5420 T.I. 0.03 x'.06
Solder Joints 150 0.01 --..	 50
1.83
MCA Fault Integrated Circuit 4 SN5486 T.I. 0.03 0.12
Det. Ckt. Integrated Circuit 2 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.06
(1 Ckt.) Integrated Circuit 1, SN5430 T.I. 0.03 0.03
5200-233 Solder Joints 1	 0= 0.01 1.00
Page 1
P.S. Control Resistors 5 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.50
Logic Ckt. Capacitors 4 Neptune San Fern. 0.10 0.40
(1 Ckt) Integrated Circuit 1 SN54121 T,I. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuit 2 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.06
5200-233 Integrated Circuit 1 SN5401 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Diodes 2 IN4148 G.E. 0.15 0.30
Solder Joints 75 0.01 0.75
2.07
t
i'fr ^ 	 x Mfr
CIRCUIT PIECE PART QTY MFG. PART MFG.DESCRIPTION N %I-' MB ER 10 9x 109x
Head Integrated Circuit .1 SN54L74 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Logic Circuit Integrated	 Circuit 1 SN5474 T.I. 0.03 0.03
(1	 Ckt.) Integrated Circuit 2 SN54I.00 T.Z. 0.03 0.06
Integrated Circuit 1 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuit 2 SN5400 T.T. 0.03 0.06
Integrated	 Circuit 1 SN5402 T.I. 0,03 0.03
Resistor 2 MF5C Electra 0.1 0.20
Capacitor 1 Neptune San	 Fern. 0.15 0.15
Solder Joints 110 0.01 1.10
1.69
Read Integrated Circuit 7 SN5474 T.I. 0.03 0,21
Control Integrated Circuit 1 SN541.74 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Logic Integrated Circuit 1 SN54L00 T.I. 0.03 0.03
(1	 Ckt) Integrated Circuit 3 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.09
Integrated Circuit 2 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Integrated Circuit 2 SN5410 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Resistor 3 MF5C Electra '0.10 0.3U
Capacitor 3 Neptune San Fern. 0.10 0.30
Solder Joints 135 0.01 1,35
0.03
2.43
0.06Set Integrated Circuit 2 SN5400 T.I.
--ontrol	 Logic Integrated Circuit 1 SN5401 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Circuit Integrated	 Circuit 1 SN5402 I. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuit 1 SN5410 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuit 3 SN5440 T.I. 0.03 0.09
Resistors 2 MF5C Electra 0.1 0.20
Integrated Circuit 2 MD2218A Motorola 0.4 0.8
Solder .Joints 125 0.01 1.25
2.49
Memory Control 4 SN5486 T.I. 0.03 0.12
Fault 3 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.09
(1	 Ckt:.) 1 SN5430 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Solder Joints 112 0.01 1.12
1.36
Power Resister 3 AF5C Electra 0.10 0.30
Logic Capacitor 1 Neptune San	 Fran. 0.10 0.10
Integrated	 Circuit 1 SN54:.30 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Integrated Circuit 1 SN541.74 ..T, 0.03 0.01'
Integrated Circuit 3 SN54:1 4 T.I. 0.03 0.0^-
Integrated	 Circuit 2 SN5400 T.T. 0.03 0.06.
Integra to 	 ( l.rcu11: 1 SN541.00 T.I. 0.03 0.0
Integrated	 Circuit 1 SN5440 1', 1. 0.03 0.0_;
Solder Joints 13/+ 0.01 1	 1	 ,	 /;,`
:nt^ P. 	 v	 <^..rcu't 6 '^547/, ^I'	 ? 0.0? 0. ] 8more





TABLE 13 - Control Logic Circuit Fnilure Rates (Con's)
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PIECE PART QTY MFG. PART fr N x GfrCIRCUIT N N1'MBER MFG . 109 169xx
Scat Cmd. Integrated Circuit 3 S.15402 T.I. 0.03 0.09
Bits Transistors 6 D2218A Motorola 0.40 2.4-0
(1	 Ckt..) Solder Joints 93 0.01 0.93
3.42
Set Event Integrated Circuits 7 S'15402 T.I. 0.03 0.21
Gates Transistor,; 13 HD2218A Motorola 0.40 5.20
(2 Ckts) Solder Joint, 1.37 0.01 1.37
6.78
Branch Integrated Circuit 5 S145402 T.I. 0.03 0.15
Set Gates Transistors 10 D2218A notorola 0.40 4.00
(2 Ckts) Solder Joints 210 0.01 2.10
6.25
Set Inhibit Integrated Circuit 2 SN5402 Tole 0.03 0.06
Gates Transistors 2 AD2218A Kotorola 0.40 0.80
(2 Ckts) Solder Joints 34 0.01 0.34
1.20
Set Timing Integrated Circuits 2 SN5402 T.I. 0.03 0.06
Gates Transistors 4 02218A notorola 0.40 1.60
(2 Ckts) Solder Joints .40 0.01 0.40
2.06
Timing Integrated Circuit 1 N5420 Tole 0.03 0.03
Bit Logic Integrated Circuit 1 N5400 T.I. 0.03 0.03
(2 (:kts). Integrated Circuit 1 N5440 T.I. 0;03 0.03
Integrated Circuit 2 N5430 .I. 0.03 0.06
Solder Joints 70 0.01 00.7
.85
i






































Diode (Zener )Capac -
: for
Power Up Perm4 Core
Reset Circuit Trans ^y Core
oy
(2 Ckts ) Trans.. ' ► tors
Trans. .n tors
° ` !Zener)Capac .
Rest. :.: tors
Sold_ L:^rs1 ointsDios (Zener )
Filter• CeDaC
Networks Sol.,-- :arJoints
Command Diodes 2	 1N4608 G.E. 0.15
Register kesist^ ^}. 2	 MF5C Electra 0.10Stage Perntia:.^O)y Cores 2	 80529-12D Magnetics 0.01
MA
Solder
































































TABLE 13 - Control
	 L	 ric Circuit Failure Rates	 ( Con't)
CIRCUIT PIL ' PART QTY	 MFG. PART MFG.DES.
:^ 	 l'TION N	 NUMBER
Decoder Trans i
'1	 2N3947 Motorola
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Diodes 5 UTX 4110 Unitrode 0.15 0.75
Diodes 9 1N4148 Fairchild 0.15 1.35
Zene:rs Diode 1 IN752A Motorola 0.17 0.17
Transistors-FF.T 1 2N3459 Union Garb 0.20 0.20
Transistors 1 2N2422 Fairchild 0.20 0.20
Transistors 6 2N2907A Motorola 0.20 1.20
Transi3torsY 3 21d3251 Motorola 0.20 0.60
Transistors 1 2N2323A Fairchild 0.20 0.20
Transistors (SCR) 1 2N3655 G.E. 0.20 0.20
Transistors 4 2N3507 Motorola 0.20 0.80
Transistors 5 MM3737 Motorola 0.20 1.00
Transistors 5 2N3947 Motorola 0.20 1.00
Inductors 2 0.1 0.20
Operational 10 I.M101 Fairchild 0.03 0.30
Amplifier
Transistor 1 2N684 Motorola 0.20 0.20
Diodes Zener 3 1N968B Motorola 0.17 0.51
Diodes Zener 5 LM103 National 0.17 0.85
tnteg;rated Circuit 1 SN5430 T.I. 0.03 O.0
Integrated Ckt. 1 SN5400 T.I. 0.03 0.03
Diode 1 IN748A 0.15 0.15
Resistor 2 AS-1/2 IRC 0.10 0.20
Resistor 1 AS-1 ZP.0 0.10 0.1G
Resistor 127 M75C Electra 0.10 12.70
Diodes 14 UTX 215 Unitrode 0.15 2.10
Transistor 1 2N3765 Motorola 0.2 0.20
Transistor 2 2N4398 Motorola 0.2 0.40
Transistor 2 2N5002 0airchild 0.2 0.40
Transistor 2 2N5153 Fairchild 0.2 C.40
Transformer 4. 104 To Go Ferrox .01 0.04
-3 EA Cube
Transistor 1 2N2422B G.E. 0.2 0.20
Filter 2 2120-013 USCC 0.10 0.20
Insulated 18 1250-003 Erie 0.10 1.8
Capacitor
Capacitors 61 K-series Kemet 0.1.0 6.1
Capacitors 34 Neptune -San Fern. 0.10 3.4
Capacitors' 9 150 D Sprague 0.10 0.9


































Solder 3oirLs	 1 67 0.01 ^. 0^.. .^0. 7 ;4.37
6
3:3
TABLE 17 - Output Feedback Circuit Failure Rates
CIRCUIT	 PIECE PART	 QTY MFG. PART	 MF,	 Cfr	
N 
x Gfr
©ESCRIPTION	 N	 NUMBER	 x lag
 1 x 109
• 0.120 Sec .
Latch Circuit Unijunction Trans. 1 2N2422B G.E. 0.20 0.20
(8 f:kts.) Transistor 1 2N3419 Motorola 0.20 0.20
• Transistor 1 2N3635 Motorola 0.20 0.20
Diode 2 1N4608 G.E. 0.20 0.40
Diodes 1 1N645 T.I. 0.15 0.15
Diodes 2 1N4148 G.E. 0.15 0.30
Diode 1 1N965B T.I. 0.17 0.17
Resistors 5 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.50
Resistor 1 MEB-T-O IRC 0.10 0.10
Resistor 1 AS-1 IRC 0.10 0.10
Resistor 1 AS-1/2 IRC 0010 0.10
Capacitor 1 Neptune San Fern 0 .10 0.10
Capacitor 1 X463UW TRW 0.10 0.10
Capacitor 1 K2R7J100KS Kemet 0.50 0.50
Permaloy Cores 1 80529-1 /2D Magnetics 0.01 O.Ot
-MA
Solder Joints 80 0.01 0.80
3.93
ELB Clear Solder Joints 55 _. 0.01 0.55
Drivers Diodes 1 1N645 T.I. 0.15 0.15(4 Ckta . ) Diode 1 lN4608 G.E. 0.15 0.15
Diode 2 1N4148 G.E. 0.15 0.30
Zener Diode 1 IN965B T.I. 0.17 0.17
Zener Diode 1 1N746A T.I. 0.17 0.17
Resistors 8 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.80
Resistors 2 AS-1 IRC 0.10 0_.20
Capacitor 3 Neptune San Fern. 0 . 10 0.30
Capacitor 1 ' 150D" • Sprague 0.10 0.10
Wansistors 2 2N3499 Motorola 0.20 0.40
Transistor 1 2N3635 Motorola 0.20 0.20
Permaloy Core 1 80529-1/2 Magnetics 0.01 0.01
MA
Unijunction 1 2N2422B G.E. 0.20 0.20
Transistor 3.70
Transistor 1 2N3947 Motorola 0.20 0.20
Set-Reset
Transistor 1 2N3499 Motorola 0.20 0.20Output Latch Transistor 1 2N3635 Motorola 0.20 0.20
. (24 Glcts.) Diodes 3 1N4608 G.E. 0.15 0.If5
. Diodes 4 1N4148 G.E. 0.15 O.iO
Diodes 1 1N645 T.I. 0.15 0.15
• F4 . istors 6 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.1)0
Res is tar 1 MEB-T.-O IRC 0.10 0,"0 
Resistor 1 AS-1/2 IRC 0.10 0.1'u
Resistor 2 AS-1 IRC 0.10 0.20
s~^apaC i tors 2 Neptune San Fern. 0.10 0.20
Capacitors	 (rant) 1 K2R7J100KS 1"e riet 0.50 0.50
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PIECE PART QTY MFG. PART MFG. fr N x ('fr
'CIRUJITS D1?SCRIPTI(:N r; NUMBER
x 109 lOgx
0.5 Amp
Switch Transistors 2 2N3499 Motorola 0.20 0.40
Transistors 2 2N4999 Fairchild 0.20 0.40
(2 Ckts) Diode 1 1N645 T.I. 0.15 0.15
Resistors 2 MEB-T-0 IRC 0.10 0.20
Resistors 4 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.40
Resistors 2 R11-10 Dale 0.10 0.20
Solder Joints 30 0.01 0.30
2.05
Pyro
Arming Inductor 1 Martin 10.00 10.00
Circuits Transistors 1 2N4863 Solitron 0.20 G.20
(4 Ckts) Transistor 1 2N5007 Fairchild 0.20 6.20
Transistor 1 2N5579 Solitron 0.20 0.20
Diode 1 1N4942 Unitrode 0.15 0.15
Resistors 1 Rs-10 Dale 0.10 0.10
Resistors 2 MF5C Electra 0 . 10 0.20
Resistor 1 RII-25 Dale 0.10 0.10
Resistor 1 AS1 IRC 0.10 0.10
Capacitor 1 K6R8-J100K Kemet 0.50 0.50




Circuits Diodes 2 1N4608 G . E. 0,15 0.30
(28 Ckts) SCR's 2 2N2325A G.E. 2.0 4.0
SCR's 2 2N684 G.E. 2.0 4.0
Resistors 4' MF5C Electra 0.10 .4
Resistors 2 AS1 IRC 0 . 10 0.20
Permaloy Cores 2 80529-1/2v Magnetics 0.005 0.01
-MA
Capacitors 2 Neptune San Fern 0 . 10 0.20















TABLE 19 - Output Circuit Failure Rate: , (Cont)




CIRCUITS DESCRIPTION N NUMB1 14R .910 -9r10xx
Solenoid
Driver Transistors 2 2N3499 Motorola 0.20 0.40
(4 Ckts) Transistors 2 2N4031 Fairchild 0.20 0.40
Transistors 2 2N4070 Solitron 0.20 0.40
Diode ]. 1N4942 Unitrode 0.15 0.15
Resistors 2 As-1 IRC 0.10 0.20
Resistors 6 D1F5C Electra 0.10 0.60
Resistors 2 RH-5 Dale 0.10 0.20
Solder Joints 42 0.01 0.42_
2.77
BECO
Circuit Resistors 6 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.60
(1 Ckt) Diode 1 1N645 T.I. 0.15 .15
Transistor 2 2N3947 Motorola 0.20 .40
Transistor 2 2N3499 Motorola 0.20 .40
Transistor 2 2N4031 Fairchild 0.20 .40
Resistor 4 MEB-T-0 IRC 0.10 0.40
Transistor 2 RS-2A Dale 0.20 0.40




Driver Ckt. Transistors 2 2N4863 Solitron 0.20 ^.40
Transistors 2 2N5007 Fairchild 0.20 0.40
(2 Ckts) Transistors 2 SDT8602 Solitron 0.20 0.40
Diode 1 1N4942 Unitrode 0.15 0.15
Resistors 4 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.40
Resistors 2 RH-25 Dale 0 . 10 0.20
Resistors 2 RS-3A Dale 0.10 0.20
Resistor 2 RS-10 Dale 0.10 0.20
Solder Joints 40 0.01 0.40
2.75
Pyro Power Solder Joints 8 0.01 0.08
Conditioner
Circuit Diode 1 1N4942 0.1S 0.10
(	 6 Ckts.	 ) Resistor	 ; 1 14F5C El--ctra 0.10 0.10
Capacitor 1 K6R8J100KS Kemet 0.50 0.50
Core 1 1041T060- Magnetics 0.01 0.0 1_
3 E2A 0.84
100 MA Transistors 2 2N3499 Motorola 0.20 0.40
Output Switch Transistors 2 2N4Q31 Fairchild 0.?,.0 0.40
Diode 1 1N645 T.I. 0,15 0.15
Resistors 6 MF5C Electra 0.10 0.60
Resistors 2 ME --T-G IRC 0.10 0.20
Resistors 2 ^^S•-2A Dale 0.10 0.20







TABLE 19 - Output Circuit Failure Rates (Con't)
PIECE PART	 QTY MFG PART	 Gfr	 N x G£r




SMJC	 Diode	 2	 1N4141	 G.E.	 0.15	 0.30
Diode	 2	 1N756A	 T.I.	 0.15	 0.30
Diode	 30	 1N4608	 G.E.	 0.15	 4.50
Diode
	
4	 1N645	 T.I.	 0.15	 0.60
Diode	 2	 1N961B	 MOT	 0.15	 0.30
Diode	 2	 VZ7720R	 Unitrode	 0.15	 0.30
Diode	 3	 VZ7850R	 Unitrode	 0.15	 0.45
Diode	 4	 1N4942	 G.E.	 0.15	 0.60
Diode	 4	 VZ7827L	 Unitrode	 0.15	 0.60
Resistors	 12	 AS;-1	 IRC	 0.10	 1.20
Resistors	 8	 RS-5	 Dale	 0.10	 0.80
Resistors	 2	 AS-1/2	 IRC	 0.10	 0.20
Resistors	 2	 610	 Dale	 0.10	 0.20.
Resistors	 4	 MEB- O	 IRC	 0.10	 0.40
Resistors	 84	 MF4C	 Electra	 0.10	 8.40
Capacitors	 14	 Neptune	 San Fern.	 0.10	 1.40
Capacitors	 10	 150D	 Sprague	 0.10	 1.00
Capacitors	 31	 K-Series	 Kemet	 0.10	 3.10
Transistor	 4	 2N3947	 Motorola	 0.20	 0.80
Transistor	 4	 2N3635	 Motorola	 0.20	 0.80
Transistor	 12	 2N3499	 Motorola	 0.20	 2.40
Transistor	 19	 2N2221A	 Motorola	 0.20	 3.80
Transistor	 8- 2N5357	 Motorola	 0.20	 1.60
Transistor	 18	 2N4071	 Fairchild	 0.20	 1.60
Transistor
	 2	 2N2907A	 Fairchild	 0.20	 0 40
Permoloy Core	 18	 80521-1/80 Magnetics 	 0.01	 0.18
MA
Inductor	 18	 MA	 Ferrox Cube 0.10	 1.80
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